












UCA PROGRAM INFORMATION 
 
 
 
Our staff is looking forward to working with you at camp this summer. Listed below is general 
information that will benefit you as you prepare for camp. 
 
The UCA program is designed to train cheerleaders to be their very best. Each class is 
professionally conducted by top instructors. The overall emphasis of the program is on 
concentrated learning in a fun and exciting environment. 
 
REPORT TO CAMP IN GOOD SHAPE! Daily stretching exercises, practicing jumps, and 
aerobic conditioning will help you avoid potential injuries and soreness. You should be in decent 
shape before you get to for camp. 
 
Throughout the camp, your squad will learn a variety of cheers, sidelines, and dances: You will 
be privately coached by a UCA instructor on a cheer and Xtreme routine. (a dance plus 
incorporation). After each private coaching session, you will be evaluated on this material. 
These are low-pressure evaluations designed to help you get your new material game-ready, 
 
On the final day of camp, your squad has the option to participate in our Camp Championships. 
All evaluations and the Optional Camp Championships will be conducted according to the safety 
rules and guidelines set forth by the American Association of Cheerleading Coaches and 
Administration (AACCA). You can view these safety guidelines at their web site: 
www.aacca.org. Please be sure to read these guidelines carefully. An instructor will be happy to 
answer any questions you may have. 
 
Daily awards will be presented for achievement, improvement and spirit. At the conclusion of 
camp, we will present overall awards in several divisions for the entire week. 
 
NOTE: There will be no evaluation of home cheers. 
 
 
CAMP FIGHT SONG EVALUATION 
 

1. Teams are encouraged to use their traditional school fight song. 
2. Props (Poms, signs, flags, megaphones, and/or banners) are permitted. 
3. Performances can incorporate up to two (2) eight counts of skills (stunts, tumbling, jumps). 

The two (2) eight counts must be consecutive and the same two (2) eight counts can be 
repeated if the fight song is repeated. 

4. Evaluations will be based on the following criteria: 
a. Crowd oriented movements, fit to music, using effective spacing and formations, and 

incorporating visual effects. 
b. Placement, synchronization and strength of motions. c. Overall impression and crowd 

appeal 
c. Emphasis will be placed on practicality. All material should be suitable and able to be 

performed multiple during a game or pep rally. 



 
SPECIFIC SKILL RESTRICTIONS 
 

1. No basket, sponge, elevator or similar type tosses permitted. 
2. No inversions and/or twisting into or out of stunts regardless of contact with bases. 
3. No single leg stunts 
4. A jump is considered a skill and can only be performed in the two (2) eight count 

segments. 
5. A kick will not be considered as a skill and can be performed at any time during the 

routine, 
6. Maximum difficulty in tumbling is limited to back handsprings. 

 
OPTIONAL HOME DANCE EVALUTION 
 
There will be a Home Dance Evaluation in which all interested squads may perform a dance 
routine from home. This evaluation is strictly OPTIONAL and will occur on the first night of 
camp. 
 
Routines will be evaluated on technique, originality, and crowd appeal. For school teams, 
partner stunts, pyramids or tumbling are NOT permitted in the optional home dance evaluation. 
The maximum length of a routine is one minute and fifteen seconds. You may bring music on an 
Ipod or Mp3 player. 
 
NOTE: For All Star teams, there will be an Optional Home Routine Evaluation on the first night 
of camp. For the Home Routine Evaluation, partner stunts and tumbling ARE PERMITTED. The 
maximum length of the routine is ONE MINUTE. 
 
UCA requires that there will be no videotaping during actual class instruction; however, you may 
video tape private coaching, evaluations and other activities during the week 
 




















